Pontoon Boat &
Deck Boat Restoration

We pride ourselves on restoring pontoons and deck boats with quality materials and workmanship.
We strive to make our timelines and stand behind our work. We have several years of experience and
spend a great deal of time meeting with various suppliers, so have dug deep to determine which
products are worth using and which are definitely not. We stand apart from others as we have
worked out efficient best practices, are set up for the process and do not take shortcuts. Restoring
your older pontoon has become a lot more popular as the price of new pontoons goes up. We can
help you with this decision in two ways: 1) We can professionally restore your pontoon for you; or 2)
We can help you get quality materials at a reasonable price for DIYers.
PRICING AND PROCESS: On average, we can restore your full pontoon for $7,750 to $14,750 - less if
just flooring, more if also doing fencing or other work. The final cost depends on the size of your
pontoon, how much furniture it has, how detailed the job is & how extensive you choose to go. We
do this work over the winter, so we wrap and store the boat onsite, allowing us to complete the work
over the winter & have it available to pick up in the spring. We book out quickly; we require a deposit
to save your spot on the queue. As a custom shop, we charge time and materials on all invoices. The
pricing below will give you a general idea for planning purposes, but each job is different.
FLOORING: Replacing your carpet with a quality, padded woven vinyl product is the most common
choice. This is quite labor intensive, as everything on the pontoon deck comes off, the carpet
removed, the decking sanded and prepped, the new floor installed, then all is reassembled on the
new flooring. This process typically takes two techs one work week in the bay to complete. What
makes our services stand out from others is our attention to detail - we communicate with customers
during the process, we take photos throughout so customers can see what work was done and we
thoroughly clean and inspect every item prior to reinstalling on boat, all the way down to the gas
tank, we prep the deck properly and use only high quality woven vinyl flooring. A quality woven vinyl
flooring sells for around $2800 to $3000 on Amazon; our flooring from Corinthian Marine is ~ $1000 less.
Flooring Expected Cost Range: $4850 to $5850, depending on size & difficulty of removal (avg $4900 - $5500)
New Decking (rarely required): +$220 per 4 x 8 area for plywood and labor to remove decking and install new

NEW SEATING: From years of experience, we have learned the manufacturers who provide seating
using good quality, marine grade materials and those to avoid. We offer seating lines ranging from
quality at value prices to luxury style seating. Beware of shopping online for seating as most of those
seats will not last longer than two to three years before starting to deteriorate. We have samples of
our two main seating lines in our showroom that you can see and feel. We can also provide layout
options for your boat if you provide photos, general measurements and description of any changes
you may want to make. When doing flooring, the seating assembly and installation is included in the
labor cost of the flooring. If you are not doing flooring you can generally plan on a full day +/- in a
bay to remove your old seats, dispose of them, prep for new seats, unbox, assemble and install. They
are $90/hour in the restore shop for a bay and two techs, so on average this is anywhere between
$800 to $1000 depending on boat size, difficulty of removal and amount of furniture.
Full Value Priced Furniture Replacement Package: Averages $3500 to $4500
Full High End Furniture Replacement Package: Averages $4500 to $5500
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Deck Boat & Pontoon Restoration
REVINYL SEATS: Custom upholstery work is an extremely tedious and time-consuming process. In most cases, we
can replace your furniture for less than it costs to re-upholster it. The biggest downfall in revinyling over
replacing is that you don’t know what we will find when we open them up; bad wood, foam and hardware
can sometimes double the cost. If you have a lower or medium grade pontoon with basic seats, you are
usually better off replacing the seats. If you have a higher end pontoon with quality inner frames, such as Crest
or Bennington brands, you are most often better off having one of our upholsterers replace the vinyl skins to
keep the quality, the comfort and the look.
Revinyl Cost for (1) Medium Bench Bottom Cushion: Average $300 to $375 each, depending on detail & size.
BIMINI CLOTH & FRAMES: We can custom fabricate a new cloth or install an aftermarket cloth &/or frame.
- 8’ x 8’ Deluxe Bimini: (thick 1.25” frame and 4 solid braces) $975 installed
- 8’ x 10’ Deluxe Bimini: (thick 1.25” frame and 4 solid braces) $1,075
- 8.5” x 10’ Deluxe Bimini: (thick 1.25” frame and 4 solid braces) $1,175
- Prefabricated Replacement Bimini Cloth or Boot: $465 - $485 / Boot: $80 - $90
- Custom Bimini Shade: $675 to $850 *Sunbrella Fabric
- Bimini Storage Boot: Custom $175 - $185 *Aqualon Edge or Sunbrella Fabric
CONSOLE: We can refurbish your console to keep costs lower or completely replace/rebuild your console.
These can be a lot of work depending on the extent of gauges and accessories you have. We charge time +
materials for all custom work. You can expect this to require at least a full 10-hour day in the bay for labor to
install an aftermarket console.
- Steering Wheels (high quality, not plastic): $150, installed
- Switches & Gauges, Instrument Panels: $150 each and up, installed (very dependent on what is needed)
FENCE REPAIR / REPLACEMENT: We can do small fence repairs such as pounding out dents and small paint
repairs. We can also replace the full fence if needed. Fence packages cost between $2450 to $3250 (plus
freight) depending on the size and style. Fences are labor intensive and would require an average of 2 to 3
days in the bay to assemble and install if done during the flooring replacement process.
CUSTOM COVER: We are well known for our custom pontoon covers. We pride ourselves on making the best
custom-made pontoon cover possible for reasonable prices. The Industry standard for estimates is $100 a linear
foot or $2,000 for a 20’ pontoon (+ / - $100). We provide a lifetime warranty on our covers made out of Aqualon
Edge. We pattern the cover on your pontoon so we do need your boat for around 3 days. It takes us around 12
hours to custom fabricate your cover while other shops take weeks if not months. Everything is done in house at
our shop in Eagle River so nothing is shipped out. We stock 10 of the most popular colors of Aqualon Edge.
MISC. ITEMS
- Stereo/Speakers: A Bluetooth medium grade radio costs between $550 to $650 installed. Keep in mind
that cheap radios found online or in big box stores are hardly worth the time to install as they don’t last.
Most people have gone to Bluetooth Speakers today.
- Depth Finders / Fish Finders: These devices can cost anywhere from $500 to $1500 and up. Installation is
charged based on time and materials.
- Exterior Clean Service: While we get the interior of your pontoon cleaned up while your boat is being
restored, you may opt to have the toons acid washed. You can plan on $10/foot for this service.
- Red/Green Navigational Lights: $100 Installed
- Driving Lights: $150 Installed
- LED Accent Lighting: This is available in blue. It would be priced based on time and materials.
- Custom Molded Windshield Replacement: $350 to $450
WINTER PREP/STORAGE/SPRING PREP:
- *Winter Wrap: $18/linear foot (no extra charge for storage on restore boats)
- *Spring Unwrap / Battery Charge & Install / Inspection / Vinyl Conditioning: $90
- Winterize/Summerize Outboard w/ Oil Change / Stabilize fuel: $125 to $225
*Jobs Required on All Winter Restore Boats
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